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Abstract 
Background: This paper analyzes the position estimation of UAV in a 3D environment, on the 
basis of inertial sensors and sensor fusion algorithm, done from the year 1994 to 2020. This 
paper contains various bibliometric analyses previously done on this topic. 
Methods: The content for this topic was taken from the popular Scopus database. The Scopus 
provides many filters for searching databases with different document categories like document 
by year, country, etc. The research carried in this paper also includes co-authorship, citation 
analysis, etc. 
Results: A total of 345 articles were obtained from the last 20 years, on the topic of position 
estimation using inertial sensors based on sensor fusion. After analyzing this, it was concluded 
that the maximum amount of research was done in the year 2020 and it was seen that the 
contribution from china is maximum on this topic. The research is also increasing year by year. 
Conclusions: Out of 345 articles the English language has the largest number of articles on the 
position estimation of UAV in a 3D environment. From the analysis of it, it was seen that the 
number of articles was increased drastically in recent years; it was mostly due to the 
advancement in algorithms. This was clearly indicating that soon more advanced algorithms will 
come, which will provide a lot of scope for further research. 
Keywords: Inertial Sensors; Inertial Measurement Unit; Position Estimation; 
Sensor Fusion; Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In today’s autonomous world the demand for autonomous vehicles is increasing rapidly. The 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) have compact size and great ability to move in places where 
humans cannot go directly and hence, they can be deployed anywhere. In the past UAV was 
mostly used in military applications like finding enemy bases, search operations, etc [1]. But as 
time passes by it gained popularity and it is now used by civilians for surveying, monitoring 
farms, monitoring forest, etc. [2].   
To control the operations of unmanned vehicles, the important parameter required to be 
considered is the position of the vehicle with respect to the known reference. Estimating position 
of UAV is required to avoid the collision as there may be chances that more than one UAV is 
flying in a nearby environment. Also, if UAV is deployed in a dense forest, then there is a great 
chance of collision with trees [3]. Estimating the position is also essential to know the exact 
location of the UAV as well as it helps to back track the vehicle to its base location [4]. The real 
time applications require the knowledge of the position of the system in 3-dimensional 
environment. The prediction in a 3D environment is a little more complex than in a 2D [5]. In the 
literature, there are many research who have done the work towards position estimation of UAV. 
Earlier UAV was manually controlled however, due to the increase in technology, now UAV 
flies autonomously with a pre-planned flight path, which uses automatic navigation with onboard 
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) [6]. 
IMU consists of a tri-axial gyroscope, tri-axial accelerometer, and tri axial magnetometer. These 
sensors measure angular velocity, linear movement, and magnetic field, respectively, around the 
body from the starting point. Accurate and precise sensor measurements are essential for 
accurate estimation of the position of vehicle. However, the problem with IMU is that it is prone 
to time varying error and as time increases the measurements are highly affected and becomes 
less efficient. Drift error which is very small at the start would also become very large over time. 
To overcome and compensate the error, generally Global Positioning System (GPS) is used 
along with IMU [7].  
Although use of GPS increases the accuracy of position estimation system; it has some 
drawbacks. UAV flies near mountains, water bodies, forests may be tunnels etc. and at such 
locations GPS signals are weak or even absent [8]. Hence, at such times the navigation of the 
vehicle is completely dependent on the IMU sensors which become quite troublesome as the 
inaccurate sensors may led to some unavoidable conditions. To overcome these drawbacks, 
various vision-based techniques were discussed researchers in the literature [9]. These techniques 
include methods like mounting cameras, using LiDAR-based methods, and many more. 
It has also been reported that the single sensor-based systems are less accurate due to limitations 
of individual sensors. Generally, sensors have limited temporal and spatial coverage, sensors are 
limited to their individual sensing capabilities and responses. Hence to overcome these 
disadvantages sensor fusion techniques are developed. Sensor fusion is the process of combining 
measurements of two or more sensors to obtain improved response compared to that of 
individual. Sensor fusion provides the advantage of improvement in coverages as well as 
improvement in accuracy of the system [10]. In the application of robotic position estimation, 
various sensors including gyroscope, accelerometer, magnetometer, GPS, and vision sensors etc. 
Sensor fusion has shown remarkable performance UAV attitude estimation application [11-15]. 
in the These sensors have individual limitations and hence combinations of these have proven to 
be giving better estimations of the position of moving vehicle. Kalman filter and its variants are 
the most widely used sensor fusion algorithm observed in the literature.  
A fusion of optical sensor and inertial sensors is discussed in [16] for the estimation of position 
and orientation of AR Drone 2.0. A design of an optimal proportional integral derivative 
controller that follows multi objective particle swarm optimization is also presented in this work. 
Zhao et al. solved the problem of accumulation of error in IMU sensors by developing system 
using sensors for determining the orientation and position by using complementary sensors such 
as the accelerometer, gyroscopes, magnetometer along with the ultrasonic sensor [17]. In this 
work, accelerometers are used for measuring the displacement that takes place and the ultrasonic 
sensors are used to estimate the accelerometer drift in the measurements of the position. The 
approach is presented to estimate the accurate position and orientation of the moving body. Use 
of a single sensor does not guarantee for the accuracy of the results. Hence in [18] vision sensor 
is also used along with the IMU to get the accurate position estimation of a device. 6 degrees of 
freedom IMU having three axes accelerometer along with three axis gyroscope is considered in 
the work. A low-cost vision sensor is also used for determining the accurate position in case of 
mobile robot. Objection detection algorithm Speed Up Robust Feature (SURF) and the random 
sample consensus are used for a monocular vision. The fusion of IMU and vision sensors is 
carried out using the Extended Kalman Filter algorithm. The results shows that the fusion of 
various measurements provide better results than a single sensor-based system. 
Position estimation plays an important role in the obstacle avoidance system. An optimized 
vision-based robot control system is presented in [19] for avoiding obstacles. The fusion of 
active beacon and tri axial IMU is proposed for the application of position estimation by Lee et 
al [20]. Due to presence of obstacles, indoor environment is generally unstable and hence active 
beacon system is used to update the position estimations by IMU. In case of uncertain data 
regarding the position, absolute data about the position is provided by the active beacon system. 
Robot rotation angle is calculated with the help of beacon system as it consists of two ultrasonic 
sensors. Kalman filter and a low pass filter are used to reduce noise in the inputs. 
Zhang in 2019 proposed an IMU aided radio frequency positioning system for improved position 
estimation in indoor environment. In this the IMU is connected to a wireless transmission 
module that allows the users to monitor process related motion parameters. Radio frequency 
alone is often inadequate in case of providing the accurate position and stability due the 
complication and unpredictability of the indoor signals. it shown that an IMU-aided RF 
positioning system provides improvement in the accuracy of the system in indoor environment 
[21]. As the measurements of inertial sensors suffer from errors which lead to a quick divergence 
of the position estimation. Angelino et al in [22] proposed a methodology of integration of 
measurements from inertial sensors, GPS, and video system. This system has many advantages 
with respect to the traditional GNSS such as high accuracy and greater rate of data.  
Projective transformation of a planar object is utilized for robust and real-time three-dimensional 
pose estimation of UAV in [23].  
The UAVs are made to communicate with Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) along 
with an enlarged version of Constant Turn Rate and Acceleration (CTRA) motion model, that 
has been used for predicting the motion of the Drone in three-dimensional environment in [24]. 
A monocular camera is implemented on the drone and images from that are used to estimate the 
position of the Drone using Unscented Kalman Filter in [25]. Arreola et al. presented a sensor 
fusion methodology for improvement in the position estimation of UAV using IMU, GPS and 
vision sensors. The results are validated using a quadcopter platform and found that fusion has 
improved the estimation accuracy [26]. 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Primary Dataset Collection 
Research community used various databases to carry out their research work in cutting edge 
things. The different databases include Scopus, Google Scholar, Web of Science, EBSCO etc. 
amongst these Scopus is the one of the most popular and authentic database. Hence, the analysis 
done in this paper is based on the Scopus databases. The database search on Scopus is carried out 
on May 14, 2021 with publication year restricted till year 2020. 
Initially a search is carried out using popular keywords observed in the literature. Primary 
keywords used in Scopus to search the articles are  
• Position Estimation 
• Kalman filter 
• Inertial Measurement Unit 
• Inertial Navigation Systems 
On carrying out the search using these keywords, other relevant keywords are found. Table 1 
shows the publication count per keyword for the top few keywords. 
                                                                Table 1: List of keywords 
Keywords 
Number of 
publications 
Keywords 
Number of 
publications 
Inertial measurement unit  151 Accelerometers 47 
Position estimation 107 Sensor fusion 32 
Unit of errors 107 Cameras 29 
Global positioning system 100 Robotics 29 
Kalman filters 99 Robot 29 
Inertial navigation system 90 Vehicles 30 
Navigation 81 UAV 28 
Tracking(position)  80 State estimation 27 
Estimation 73 Position estimation 25 
Extended Kalman filters 60 Pose estimation 25 
Sensors 57 Sensor data fusion 24 
Gyroscope 33 Data fusion 24 
  Motion estimation 22 
 
English being the most popular language used by researchers worldwide, it is observed that from 
the of total 345 publications, 327 publications are written and published in English language. 
Table 2 shows the trend of Publishing language. 
 
 
 
                                             Table 2: Latest Publishing Language trends 
Publication Types Publication Count  
English 327 
Chinese 12 
Korean 5 
Turkish 1 
Total  345 
Researchers have contributed up to 50 % papers in journal articles whereas almost 48 % articles 
in conference proceedings. Table 3 indicates the details of the document type publications. 
Table 3: Document Types 
Document Type Number of Publications Percentage out of 345 
Article 173 50.14% 
Conference Proceedings 166 48.12% 
Review 3 0.87% 
Book Chapter 2 0.58% 
Letter 1 0.29% 
 
2.2 Preliminary Data Highlights 
Keyword based Scopus search resulted into 345 publications. The search result shows that, in the 
initial years, the publication count was less and in almost last decade the count is c=increasing 
significantly. Publication count per year is shown in Table 4 and year wise publication analysis is 
indicated in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Yearly data Vs number of publications 
Table 4: Publication count per year 
Year Publication Count Year Publication Count 
2020 42 2008 7 
2019 31 2007 11 
2018 31 2006 5 
2017 31 2005 1 
2016 32 2004 6 
2015 25 2003 3 
2014 18 2002 3 
2013 19 2001 1 
2012 23 2000 1 
2011 27 1999 2 
2010 16 1998 1 
2009 8 1992 1 
Total 345 
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3. BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
In this segment bibliometric analysis were looked out in terms of contributions from each 
countries, subject area, contributions from author and their affiliations and more relevant data for 
this project. 
3.1 Geographical analysis 
Researcher across the globe have contributed to position estimation of UAV in 3D environment 
projects. But out of those countries China, USA, Japan, Germany, South Korea are some of 
major countries contributing into this. Figure 2 indicates about the geographical mapping of the 
countries contributing to the research of position estimation of UAV in 3D environment. 
 
 
                                          Figure 2: Geographical mapping of the countries 
 
                                                  Figure 3: Analysis of publications: Country specific 
3.2 Analysis based on the subject area 
Figure 4 indicates the subject wise contribution for research papers. Engineering and Computer 
Science constitute the maximum number of papers in position estimation of UAV in 3D 
environment. Mathematics, physics, and astronomy are the major subjects in the research of 
position estimation of UAV. Chemical engineering, material sciences, social sciences contribute 
less to the research of position estimation. 
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Figure 4: Subject area wise analysis of position estimation of UAV 
3.3 Affiliations based Analysis 
The contribution of top 17 organizations and universities from all over the world in project 
related to Inertial Sensors based Position Estimation is presented in figure 5. The research in this 
field of Position Estimation is dominated by The Beihang University. 
 
Figure 5: Analysis of affiliations for publications for position estimation 
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3.4 Author-wise publication details 
Figure 6 indicates the list of authors contributing to the research of position estimation of UAV. 
Bachmann, E.R. and Yun, X. are two main contributing authors with about 5 publications 
followed by Fang, J. and Fourati, H. with 4 publications each. 
 
Figure 6: Majorly contributing authors in position estimation research 
3.5 Funding sources and publications 
Figure 7 indicates number of publications and funding sources analysis in the field of Position 
Estimation of UAV. National Natural Science Foundation of China dominated the world by 
around 35 publications followed by the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities 
and Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China 
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Figure 7: Number of publications and Funding sources Analysis 
3.6 Analysis by Publication Source 
Figure 8 mainly indicates publications in position estimation of UAV based on type of the 
document. It has been observed that out of total publication 50.14% papers are mainly published 
in journals. Also, the researchers are keen in publishing their research work in conferences as 
48.12% contributes to conference papers. Nearly 1.16% documents are providing book series 
about various aspects about position estimation of UAV.  
 
Figure 8: Analysis on Types of Document 
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3.7 Analysis by Document Source 
Figure 9 shows the documents published in top journals. 19 articles are published in Sensors 
journal is at the top. 
 
Figure 9: Document analysis by document source 
4. NETWORK ANALYSIS 
Network analysis plays a major role in knowing the co-authored publications and research 
relations between multiple entities. To carry out the network analysis, VOSviewer software is 
used. It is an open source and easy to use tool to carry out network analysis. While doing this 
network analysis maximum 25 authors per document are considered.  
4.1 Co-authorship analysis 
Co-authorship analysis is carried out in three categories, authors, organizations, and countries. 
Co-authorship network analysis based on authors is shown in figure 10. In this work, 2 
documents per author are considered to be minimum network criteria. Out of total 964 authors, 
128 meet the threshold of 2 documents. Only the top authors are shown in figure. 
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Figure 10: Co-authorship network analysis in terms of authors 
In the co-authorship network analysis by organizations, organizations having minimum 2 
documents are considered. Out of total total 571 organization 22 meet the criteria. Figure 11 
indicates the Co-authorship network analysis in terms of organizations. 
 
Figure 11: Co-authorship network analysis based on organizations 
Figure 12 shows the coauthor ship network analysis in terms of countries. Only the top ranked 
networks are shown in figure 12. 
 
Figure 12: Co-authorship network analysis based of countries 
4.2 Citation Analysis  
Network analysis based in Country wise citation is shown in figure 13. Countries with minimum 
2 documents are considered, and hence out of total 56 countries 19 meet the criteria. Only the top 
countries are shown in figure. 
 
Figure 13: Network analysis based on Country wise citation 
5. CONCLUSION 
This paper discussed a brief bibliometric review of the inertial sensors-based position estimation 
systems that used sensor fusion as their base. Different analyses were carried out and results are 
indicated. Well known Scopus database is used for doing the database search. Initial search is 
carried out with keyword Position Estimation and inertial measurement unit. Total 345 articles 
are found published till year 2020. Maximum papers are published in the journals and conference 
proceedings. Year wise publication analysis indicates that the number of publications are 
increasing every year indicating the importance and applications of the considered topic. China 
and United States of America are the most contributing counties in the position estimation 
research work. Network analysis is also carried out using the VOSviewer, an open-source 
network analysis tool  
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